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How do you think about the issues of health and wellness for yourself, for your children and
family, for your aging parents, for society as a whole? Who is helping you to address the
challenges you face in this area? Who is adding true value to you in – value that you willing to pay
for? Think about these issues across the whole range of activities that may be involved. Who would
you involve in preventing disease and maintaining health? Where would you go for information and
referrals? How would you define the different options for treatment and where would you go for
such treatment? In each area, the number of providers, the value they offer, and your willingness to
pay can vary greatly.
Now contrast your answers to these questions with the way many executives look at their own
businesses. As a typical executive, we tend to divide the world, even the world of overlapping
perspectives described above, into our slice of activity. If we are, for example, a pharmaceutical
company, we will look at the world according to our definition of the business system. We will look
at research, development, manufacturing, marketing, sales, external relations and a host of other
activities and ask how each individually or in combination creates value and/or competitive
advantages that will help us to grow revenues and profits.
Having said this, it is true that in many industries there has been a growing recognition of the
importance of reassessing how value is created. The classic evolution involves moving from viewing
products as the primary sources of value towards services as sources of value‐added, and
increasingly towards focusing on the overall customer experience as a potential opportunity for
adding even greater (and potentially personalized) value.
But is this evolution in thinking sufficient – or is it overlooking the bigger changes happening in
today’s increasingly interdependent world? How much has the traditional industry view really
changed, or more importantly, how much more does it need to change in the future? Let’s return to
the world of health and wellness to take a look.

The Emerging Health and Wellness Value Space
Consider all of the different type of players that are focusing on the growing opportunities in the
health and wellness value space. We define a value space as a space or market defined from the
perspective of the needs of a group of consumers/customers. This value space may be served by
firms in a number of different industries.
Figure 1 below outlines how we might map the health and wellness value space, identifying the
many different types of players operating in the space along with examples of the different value
propositions that they offer.
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Figure 1
Mapping the Health and Wellness Value Space
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a hospital defined by these parameters is changing radically, with increasing attention to the
emotional as well as physical care of patients and the environment in which care is delivered. One
leading example of these changes is the Florida Hospital for Children, which highlights four aspects
of its activities: (1) having leading pediatric experts on the medical staff; (2) providing child focused
care; (3) having family‐centered healing; and (4) having a colorful and friendly place in which to heal
(including of course, some of the latest Disney characters in its Walt Disney Pavilion). According to
Maria Silliman, administrator of the facility, “Our goal is to create a therapeutic environment that
reflects the type of attention and care children and their families receive during their visit. With this
captivating entrance, we hope young patients overcome the apprehension of a hospital stay by
engaging them in a world of fantasy, imagination and adventure." Looking further at how hospitals
(or treatment facilities) and treatments are changing, there has been an explosion of specialized
clinics, many with local, easily accessible branches, offering a host of treatments, from emergency
care to X‐Rays to dialysis and more. Medical tourism is on the rise, combining specialized facilities
(often at lower cost than in major developed markets), with environments that cater to the broader
recovery needs including attention to the patient’s extended caring group, including family and
friends. There has also been a growing emphasis on relationships that extend beyond checkout and
include remote monitoring and follow‐up as well as home care. So much for hospitals being “sterile”
environments, large imposing facilities, and relationships defined by admission, stay and checkout.
Specialized Information Providers and Communities
The range and diversity of information sources on any topic related to health and wellness is vast
and growing: From books, to friends, to “experts,” to media shows, to clubs and communities. With
the emergence of the Internet there has been a corresponding growth of on‐line sources of
information and services. With names like “WebMD” or “Netdoctor,” these portals typically provide
information regarding health and health care, and even include services such as symptom checklists,
physician blogs, and locations to store personal medical information. The explosion of connectivity
has also laid the foundation for building communities of individuals around common areas of
interest, whether specific diseases or wellness regimes. Remember the day when “The doctor knows
best.” Today, developing one’s own knowledge and taking a more active role in lifestyle habits,
prevention, diagnosis, treatment and follow‐up processes is increasingly becoming the norm.
Food and Beverage Companies
Remember when Nestle was just a food and beverage company? Now the company describes its
focus as “Good Food, Good Life” and is extending its range of activities to offer information on
nutrition and well being and to become involved in how products are used in the kitchen. Similarly
Unilever describes its focus as “vitality,” while Danone emphasizes “health and nutrition.” For all of
these players, the focus of their relationships with consumers has moved beyond simply the
products being sold to each company’s ability to positively contribute to the life and well being of its
consumers.
Cosmetics Companies, Nutrition Supplements
Cosmetic products are just about looking better, right? Not any more. The focus of many players in
this field has shifted into the area of “looking good and feeling good.” Creating a positive self‐image
is now clearly in the value space for overall health and wellness; simply looking good is no longer
sufficient. Growth in areas such as “cosmeceuticals,” which aim to help improve the conditions
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Each perspective highlights different stages of activity – and associated opportunities for value
creation – depending on whose shoes you are in. As an outside observer it is significant to see how
little overlap there is. The pharmaceutical value chain is targeting only a small portion of the overall
health and wellness value space from the consumer perspective. While pharmaceutical players may
say, “Of course, we can’t do everything,” there are clearly some questions to ask and opportunities
to explore. Some of the activities of the pharmaceutical player may well be truly independent of the
other activities across this consumer value space, but where do value propositions begin to overlap
and become increasingly interdependent (as opposed to independent)? How could a
pharmaceutical player seize these opportunities – or indeed counter the challenges from other
players who are encroaching on their “slice” of the pie?

Competing Within or Across Slices of the Value Space
As a first step, put yourself in the shoes of the pharmaceutical player – bear in mind we could have
asked you to be any one of the different players outlined in Figure 1. Then ask how each of the
different players in Figure 1 could either significantly support or detract from your value proposition
as a pharmaceutical player. Figure 3 below highlights just a few of the potential interdependencies
between a pharmaceutical player and others in the total health and wellness value space.
Figure 3
Potential Interdependencies Between Players in the Health and Wellness Value Space
Selected
Other Industry/Players
Doctors
Insurance Players
Hospital & Clinics

Medical Equipment & Devices

Software

Cosmetics

Ability to “positively” support
or enhance my overall value
proposition (selected areas)
Selecting and prescribing
products for patient treatment
Accepting products on
reimbursement lists
Prescribing and dispensing
products in patient treatments
Devices as mechanism to
support treatment directly on
disease location
Websites or user groups
promoting benefits of products
Pharma ingredients in products

Ability to “negatively” reduce
or substitute my overall value
proposition (selected areas)
Doctors prescribing alternative
products or treatments
Rejecting or limiting
prescriptions of products
Prescribing and dispensing
alternatives, of pursuing
alternative treatments
Medical devices as an
alternative therapy to treat
conditions
Websites or patient groups
challenging products or side
effects
Alternative ingredients in
products

The point is that there is growing interdependence between the activities of players in this overall
value space and this interdependence is likely to grow over time. The biggest threat is to ignore all
of these connections which can significantly enhance or detract from (in this case) a pharmaceutical
player’s value proposition. Add on top of this all of the competitive products and services from
other players in this space and we can begin to understand the importance of moving beyond our
classical industry views of competition.
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For Those Still in Doubt
It is tempting to say that this is just one industry example, “This growing interdependence within
value spaces will not impact our industry. Our industry boundaries are holding strong.” Take a quick
look at just one more industry – music – with a very different map, in Figure 4. Who is creating value
and who will be making money in the future in this industry? Where would you invest? We would
be very interested in your answer!
Figure 4
The Evolving Music “Industry”

Challenges for Business Leaders Today
As a business leader, there are many challenges as industry boundaries start to blur, not just in
health and wellness, nor in music, but in many industries across the world. Where do you start to
tackle what is happening or what’s coming? We suggest three steps to start this process:
1. Start looking broadly at your activity – from the consumer perspective! Take off your
traditional industry lenses and look at how you fit into the lives of your customers and end
users. They are, in the end, the one that defines value and pays the price for it.
2. Create a map of your total value space. Figures 1 and 4 above are just two examples of
these maps. Investigate not only how value is created within individual areas or slices but
how these slices or areas are connected with other areas. Go beyond the obvious to look at
activities that are close to your activity, as well as the ones that initially may look unrelated.
Ask how other players can contribute to, or detract from, your value proposition.
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3. Re‐evaluate how the total “game” could be changing in the future. Think about what could
happen to your overall value space if a significant disruptor entered the activity. How would
a Google entering your overall value space change the rules of the game? What if a
competitor with the mindset of an Apple entered? Or a Ryan Air? How would that change
the rules of the game in terms of how value is created and captured?
Now rethink your business! Do not start with a mindset of what I CAN and cannot do today.
Start with a mindset of what MUST we do to be successful in the long term. This is the only
perspective that truly matters in this world of growing competition and blurring boundaries.
Then create a map of how you can get from where you are today to where you MUST be in the
future to win. This, after all, is the only question in strategy that really matters!
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